Condemnation Clauses in Real Estate Agreements

CERTAIN CLIENT INSTRUCTIONS should alert counsel to consider taking a different tack. Real estate practitioners must be particularly wary when they hear, “Don’t nit pick the document, just make the deal.” Or, “Forget about the condemnation provision—this property will never be taken.” Wise counsel know that in every real property transaction, it is worthwhile to pause, concentrate, and get everything right when it comes to the issue of eminent domain.

As California’s population continues growing and the competition for the use of its real estate becomes keener, cities and other governmental agencies are reaching more frequently for their eminent domain tool. They are doing so as a means to expand their educational infrastructure, upgrade their economic base through the addition of new retail stores or other projects that generate high revenue and jobs, and mitigate ever-growing transportation woes. The U.S. Supreme Court’s recent decision in Kelo v. New London constitutes icing on the condemnor’s cake and raises the specter of condemnation in virtually all real estate transactions.

While often overlooked, typical condemnation provisions in real estate transactional documents can have unexpected and unintended consequences if an eminent domain proceeding affects the subject property. A real estate agreement cannot prevent a condemnation from occurring, but a little attention paid to the condemnation provisions can provide greater certainty, help to assure desired outcomes, and manage the parties’ expectations in the event of an eminent domain action.

All private property in California is subject to the power of eminent domain—the government’s right to acquire, or take, private property for public use. The power can be exercised by all governmental entities—including cities, counties, school districts, redevelopment agencies, and transportation agencies—and is very difficult to repel. Although it is possible to attack successfully a decision to take private property, most challenges merely delay the inevitable. Compensation usually is the focus for a party whose property is condemned, and a well-drafted condemnation clause can ensure that the party is compensated to the extent required by law for the taken property.

The taking entity must pay “just compensation” for the condemned real property, including all interests in the property and improvements to it. A business operated on the property also may be compensated for loss of business goodwill and is entitled to relocation benefits. The property owner in a condemnation action must be “put in as good position pecuniarily as he would have occupied if his property had not been taken.” Just compensation typically is computed on the basis of the fair market value of the property that is being taken. Fair market value, in turn, is defined as the highest price the property would bring in the open market based on the property’s “highest and best use.”

Although the obligation to pay just compensation in a condemnation action is controlled by California’s Eminent Domain Law, a party’s entitlement to compensation will be affected by the provisions of a condemnation clause in a real estate agreement. Depending on the nature of the agreement, a condemnation provision may:

- Allocate compensation between or among the parties to the agreement.
- Maximize the amount of compensation payable.
- Specify which parties are allowed to participate in the compensation process.
- Provide assurances—usually in the form of representations and warranties—regarding the threatened or actual existence of an eminent domain proceeding.

Provisions for Common Contracts

A variety of clauses may achieve these objectives. Different approaches may be needed for each of the most common contracts involving real property—leases, purchase and sale contracts, options to purchase, deeds of trust, easements, and covenants, conditions, and restrictions (CC&Rs).

Leases. Landlords and tenants have separate and distinct interests in real property. In a condemnation action, however, the potential exists for the intermingling of these interests. Practitioners should draft lease condemnation clauses to ensure that the interests of landlords and tenants are separately compensable and that the condemnation award flows to the intended party or parties.

A lease condemnation clause should address:
- The allocation between landlord and tenant of compensation for “improvements pertaining to the realty.” The Eminent Domain Law uses this term and deems these improvements to be compensable.
- The allocation between landlord and tenant of compensation for...
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any leasehold bonus value.
• The rights and obligations of the parties in the event of a partial taking.
• The allocation between landlord and tenant of compensation for any purchase option that may be contained in the lease.

When the entirety of the property subject to a lease is condemned, the lease terminates, and the tenant’s obligation to pay rent ceases. Nevertheless, the tenant’s entitlement to compensation in the condemnation action survives and is not affected by the lease termination. The condemnation clause, if one is present, generally will control the rights of the parties to compensation in the condemnation action. In the absence of a condemnation clause, entitlement to compensation may be determined by examination of other lease provisions, such as those for alteration or termination. Unfortunately for the tenant, however, there is a good chance that a tenant will not be compensated for improvements it owns unless the condemnation clause properly provides for compensation for them. In particular, the issues of compensation for improvements and for leasehold bonus value must be addressed specifically in the condemnation provision to avoid unexpected and undesired results for either the landlord or the tenant.

“Improvements pertaining to the realty” is a statutory term of art defined as items included in the real property that cannot be removed without substantial economic loss or causing substantial damage to the property. These items may include buildings, structures, machinery, equipment, furnishings, and fixtures. Improvements pertaining to the realty are compensable notwithstanding the fact that the tenant under the lease may have the right or obligation to remove them upon expiration of the lease. Also, while these items may be considered personal property in the contract between the landlord and the tenant, for purposes of the condemnation proceeding they are compensable as part of the realty.

“Improvements pertaining to the realty” may be a meaningful term of art to those who litigate eminent domain but not to those who negotiate leases. In lease condemnation clauses, these improvements generally are referenced by terms that are common in the real estate industry, such as “tenant improvements” or “trade fixtures.” These real estate terms are not mentioned in the Eminent Domain Law, so issues related to whether tenant improvements or trade fixtures are compensable, and who is entitled to compensation, are litigated frequently. These differences in terms are more than semantics. They can have surprising outcomes that can be avoided by simply referring to tenant improvements and trade fixtures in the condemnation clause of the lease as improvements pertaining to the realty and clearly stating which party is entitled to compensation.

Also compensable in a condemnation action is the loss of the right to possess the premises for the rent provided for in the lease during the remaining unexpired term of the lease, including any option terms (whether or not the options have been exercised at the time of commencement of the condemnation action). The value of the lease possessory right often is referred to as the leasehold bonus value and is apportioned from the compensation for the fee interest in the property. A leasehold bonus value claim typically is not negotiated in advance by the parties, but it may entitle the tenant to a significant share of the compensation for the fee and thus lead to an unexpected and severe result. Fortunately for the landlord, a tenant may waive its right to compensation for leasehold bonus value, and many condemnation clauses include such a waiver.

The appropriateness of a tenant waiver of leasehold bonus value depends on the nature of the lease. For example, it is not uncommon for long-term ground leases to be subject to a significant leasehold bonus value claim, because the market lease rates often increase over time at a rate that exceeds the rent amounts scheduled in the lease, resulting in the tenant having the right to possess the premises at below market rents. The leasehold bonus value claim in the context of a ground lease may amount to 50 percent, or more, of the compensation awarded for the fee title to the real estate. Given the tenant’s long-term use and possessory expectations, as well as the fact that ground leases usually delegate to the tenant many of the risks of ownership, the tenant’s receipt of some or all of this compensation is not necessarily unfair or unwarranted. In shorter commercial leases (5 or 10 years), however, the leasehold bonus value claim—which may still amount to several hundred thousand dollars depending on the scheduled lease rate and the length of the remaining unexpired term—is less likely to be an appropriate part of the tenant’s expectation. The landlord typically asserts that the landlord, not the tenant, is in the business of owning the property and taking the risks and reaping the rewards associated with that ownership. Accordingly, the landlord should receive all compensation paid for any taking of fee title to the property whether arising from increases in market rents or otherwise.

These issues can be addressed as part of a lease’s condemnation clause with the following language:

Any award for the taking or damaging of all or any part of the Premises under the power of eminent domain, or any payment made under the threat of the exercise of such power, shall be the property of Landlord, except that Tenant shall be entitled to compensation separately awarded to it, if any, for improvements pertaining to the realty owned by Tenant, loss of business goodwill and relocation benefits.

The foregoing clause effects a waiver by the tenant of its leasehold bonus value claim, but preserves the tenant’s entitlement to compensation for its improvements pertaining to the realty.

When only a portion of the property subject to a lease is condemned, it may be appropriate for the lease to be terminated or for the terms of the lease to be modified. Examples of partial takings include the loss of spaces in a parking lot, or the taking of portions of a building or part of an industrial yard, each of which may or may not prevent the tenant from using the premises for the tenant’s intended purposes. If the lease does not address termination upon a partial taking, the Eminent Domain Law leaves the issue up to the judge, specifying that the lease terminates if the court determines “that an essential part of the property...is taken or that the remainder...is no longer suitable for the purposes of the lease.”

The court in a partial taking action may not find in a particular case that an essential part of the property has been taken or that the remainder is no longer suitable for the intended purposes, or the court may make such a finding in a situation in which the landlord or the tenant would prefer that the lease remain in effect, with modifications. Therefore, the possibility of a partial taking should be addressed in the condemnation clause during the negotiation of the lease agreement, when the parties are able to negotiate the circumstances under which a termination, partial termination, or modification of the lease would be appropriate. As alternatives to termination, the condemnation clause may provide the landlord the opportunity to restore, repair, or reconstruct any improvements or otherwise mitigate the impact of the taking to preserve the tenancy and identify specific circumstances or events that would justify the termination of the lease, even if the statutory partial taking termination standard is not met. A well-drafted condemnation provision that addresses partial termination should include a waiver of the parties’ statutory right to terminate the lease if the parties want a different standard to apply.

Purchase and sale contracts. For a typical commercial real estate purchase and sale contract, in which the entire time period from execution of the agreement to closing typically does not exceed 90 days, condemnation is primarily a buyer’s due diligence concern. Although there is no centralized clearing-
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house for information regarding potential eminent domain proceedings, there are several steps that practitioners can take on behalf of their buyer (or tenant) clients to gain access to all the available pertinent information:

- Conduct a review of the preliminary title report to determine if the property is within a redevelopment area. Title reports may or may not show this information. Indeed, title companies may take the position that filed descriptions of redevelopment areas are not part of the public record they are required to search, disclose, and insure. Thus counsel should consider the preliminary report to be only one of the available resources.
- Round up the usual suspects. Contact local agencies that may be likely condemnnors, such as counties, cities, school districts, water districts, Caltrans, and local redevelopment agencies. Inquire about proposed projects, including parks, schools, public facilities, and street and highway expansions or improvements. It may not be practical to contact every conceivable agency, but cities, counties, redevelopment agencies, and school districts are among the most common condemning authorities and should be contacted in each instance. Common sense and a property-specific diligence plan will help determine the appropriate scope of due diligence.
- Ask the seller to represent and warrant in the purchase and sale agreement whether the seller has been contacted by any governmental agency or other entity regarding the possible acquisition of all or a portion of the property, and whether any governmental agencies or other entities have requested or conducted environmental investigations or appraisal inspections. Governmental bodies generally conduct environmental investigations and appraisal inspections in advance of making a condemnation offer.

The condemnation clause in a purchase and sale contract also should address which party bears the risk of loss—and which party is entitled to the condemnation award if the property is condemned before the transaction is completed. In the absence of a relevant contractual provision, the party who bears the risk of loss at the time the condemning authority may take possession of the property generally is entitled to the owner’s portion of the award. If neither legal title nor possession has been transferred to the purchaser by the time the condemning authority may take possession, the seller receives the award; if the purchaser has either title or possession at that time, the purchaser receives the award. The statutory scheme may appear fair at first blush, but it may create an undesirable result for many reasons. The seller and purchaser may agree that the purchaser can enter the property early to make repairs, begin planning, or even commence a work of improvement. If a full or partial condemnation occurred, it would be unexpected and unfair for the purchaser to receive the condemnation proceeds simply by virtue of having an early possession right. Additionally, the parties may desire that payments for partial takings be handled contrary to the statutory protocol, such as by allowing the purchaser to continue with the transaction and receive an assignment of, or credit for, proceeds payable to the seller.

Finally, a condemnation clause in a purchase and sale agreement should provide that the property conveyed includes all actions, causes of action, and all rights to insurance and condemnation proceeds pertaining to the property. This makes certain that the purchaser may participate in and receive any award from a condemnation proceeding, even one that may have commenced before the closing of the purchaser’s acquisition.

**Options to purchase.** The owner of an unexercised option to purchase real property or improvements possesses a compensable property right in a condemnation action. In the absence of a clause in the option agreement to the contrary, the measure of damages to the optionee is the excess, if any, of the condemnation compensation above the option purchase price. Once again, many option agreements fail to address the possibility of condemnation, and a landowner might be surprised to find a portion of the compensation flowing to the optionee—a situation that could have been prevented by including the optionee’s waiver of compensation in the agreement.

**Deeds of trust and financing agreements.** The condemnation clause in a deed of trust or other financing agreement should address how the outstanding obligation is to be satisfied, including interest and attorney’s fees, in the event that all or a portion of the collateral is taken by eminent domain. The lienholder generally has a priority interest in the condemnation award to the same extent as it would have a priority interest in the proceeds of a typical sale. Under California law, however, the lender is not entitled to enforce a prepayment penalty provision in a condemnation action.

The lender should become a party to the action, whether or not it is named or served, as a “person” who claims an interest in the condemned property. An adequately collateralized loan usually can be satisfied from the initial deposit of probable compensation that the condemning authority places with the court in order to obtain possession. The lienholder can seek an order in the condemnation proceeding authorizing distribution of the proceeds that are necessary to satisfy the lien. Often, the borrower’s attorney will
facilitate satisfaction of these obligations from the deposit to minimize the accrual of interest and to avoid, or at least minimize, the borrower’s obligation for the lienholder’s attorney’s fees. When the borrower is cooperative, the distribution can be accomplished by a stipulated order. The loan documents should include the right of the lienholder to have condemnation proceeds paid to the lienholder, because this will be a necessary allegation to obtain an order.

If the deposit is insufficient to satisfy the outstanding balance or if there are other disputes, the matter may be resolved in a judicial apportionment of the final condemnation award. In unusual circumstances, when a loan is significantly undercollateralized and the borrower walks away from the property, the lienholder actually may choose to be the one to defend the action (in the borrower’s name or otherwise) to seek greater compensation and maximize recovery on its loan. The Eminent Domain Law does not specifically provide this right, so the lender can protect itself by including this right in the deed of trust or financing agreement.

For partial takings in which a significant portion of the property is condemned, impairment of security may also be an issue. Under the Eminent Domain Law, a lienholder is entitled to share in the condemnation award for a partial taking “only to the extent determined by the court to be necessary to prevent an impairment of the security.” This statute applies even if a condemnation clause provides otherwise. The lien will remain on the property not taken. The Eminent Domain Law also addresses the allocation of an award for a partial taking among senior and junior lienholders.

Rather than attempting to deal with the issue of allocation for a partial taking, the deed of trust or financing agreement—or the subordination and intercreditor agreement if there are multiple loans secured by the same property—may be better served by focusing on the use of funds and the effect of the taking on the contractual relationship. Specifically, the parties may prefer to apply the condemnation award for a partial taking to the repair, restoration, or reconstruction of the property and improvements. Alternatively, if the taking exceeds a certain percentage or dollar value, the parties may choose to have the proceeds used to pay down the loan and have the lending relationship terminate.

Easements and CC&Rs. Condemnation clauses are often conspicuously absent from easement agreements or agreements establishing CC&Rs. Easements or CC&Rs should address compensation for the different interests and the rights and obligations of the parties in the event of a taking. In the absence of an agreement to the contrary, if the servient
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